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A Shortlist of Topics

• Introduction: neutrino mixing

• Reactor Θ13 experiments: Double Chooz, Daya Bay and Reno

• Reactor antineutrino spectrum and the 5 MeV distortion

• Reactor Θ13  systematics.

• Reactor antineutrino anomaly and the sterile neutrino 
seaches: SoLid and Stereo

• Applied neutrino physics for non-proliferation: Nucifer

• (Even more) exotic physics at reactors: MH with Juno
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«Natural» neutrinos

Sun by nuclear fusion reactions

Earth's atmosphere by cosmic rays

Earth's crust by natural radioactivity of U and Th

Big-Bang explosion

Cosmic accelerators by pions and kaons decays

Supernovae by different scattering reactions

«Artificial» neutrinos

Nuclear reactors by β-decays of the 
nuclear fission products

Particle accelerators by pions and kaons decays
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Neutrino Oscillations: Formalism
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«Atmospheric»

Amplitude: Θ23 (14%)               
Frequency:  Δm232  (3%)

«Solar»

Amplitude: Θ12 (5.4%)                 
Frequency:  Δm122  (2.6%)

(νe νμ ντ)T = UPMNS (ν1 ν2 ν3)T

electroweak eigenstates (interaction) ≠ mass eigenstates (propagation)

«Coupling»

 Θ13 (10%)   δCP (?) 

P(νμ→νμ) P(νe→νe) + P(νμ→νe) P(νe→νx)

Reactor MBL + 
accelerator LBL

Solar exp. + 
reactor LBL

Atmospheric exp. + 
accelerator LBL 



Why High Θ13 Precision is Important ?
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FIG. 2: Upper panels: contour regions with ∆χ2 = 1, 4, 9 in the sin2 θ23 - sin2 θ13 plane from the analysis of long–baseline

(MINOS and T2K) + solar + KamLAND data (left panel), long-baseline + solar + KamLAND + new Double Chooz, Daya

Bay and RENO reactor data (middle panel) and the global combination (right panel) for normal hierarchy. Lower panels, the

same but for inverted neutrino mass hierarchy.

of updated Super-Kamiokande analysis in Refs. [36, 37].

Now we turn to the discussion of the sensitivity to the CP violation phase, δ. Our previous global analysis in

Ref. [10] showed essentially no dependence on this phase. However the new results on νe appearance at long-baseline

experiments in combination with the very precise measurement of θ13 at reactor experiments provides, for the first

time, a substantial sensitivity to the CP phase δ. This new effect is illustrated in Fig. 3. Here, left panels show the

allowed regions with ∆χ2 = 1, 4, 9 in the sin2 θ13-δ plane from the analysis of long-baseline accelerator data from

MINOS and T2K, in both appearance as well as disappearance channels. This is indicated by three different line

styles used in the left panels. On the other hand, the coloured regions correspond to the results obtained from the

global oscillation –analysis. As expected the combination with reactor data results in narrower regions for θ13. One

can also notice that there is a mismatch between the region of θ13 preferred by accelerator data for values of the CP

phase δ around 0.5π and the measured value of this mixing angle at reactor experiments such as Daya Bay, which

dominates the best fit determination. As a result of this mismatch one obtains in the global analysis a significant

rejection for values of δ phase around 0.5π. This can be seen in the right panels of Fig. 3. Here one notices that

for normal hierarchy values of δ ! π/2 are disfavoured with ∆χ2 = 3.4 (1.8σ), while for inverted hierarchy they are

disfavoured with ∆χ2 = 6.2 (2.5σ). In both cases the preferred δ value is located close to 1.5π. The best fit points
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Long history since the first detection of neutrino 
by Reines and Cowan using a reactor in ‘50s.

Pure source of electron antineutrinos → 
no background from other neutrino flavors

Highly intense (~ 2*1020 νe/GWth/s ) and 
completely isotropic source → 
Compensate for the tiny interaction probability.

Antineutrinos from β- decays of the fission products of 235U, 238U, 239Pu, 241Pu → 
	
 	
 complicated but well-understood source.



A «golden» detection channel: IBD
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νe + p → e+ + n

Prompt event: dE/dx of e+ and e+e- annihilation: Ep≃1-9 MeV

Delayed event: nuclear capture: Ed = 8MeV (Gd) or 2.2MeV (H)

Low energy antineutrinos  (≲10 MeV): detection via inverse β-decay:
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A «golden» detection channel: IBD

7

νe + p → e+ + n

Prompt event: dE/dx of e+ and e+e- annihilation: Ep≃1-9 MeV

Delayed event: nuclear capture: Ed = 8MeV (Gd) or 2.2MeV (H)

• Space (~1m) and time (~30μs) correlation between prompt and delayed events  
→ powerful background rejection.

• Antineutrino energy can be directly measured: Ep = Eν - 0.8 MeV

• Protons abundant in liquid scintillator.

• Low energy threshold (1.8 MeV).

Select prompt-delayed events with right energy (nGd 
and nH), time window (~200 μs) and distance (<1m). 

Low energy antineutrinos  (≲10 MeV): detection via inverse β-decay:



Background

Accidental 
coincidences

Muon induced 
fast neutrons

β-n emitters:
 9Li/8He

Prompt radioactivity γ recoiled proton electron endep

Delayed capture of muon 
induced neutrons

neutron cature (same particle 
as induced prompt event)

neutron capture

Measurement Off-time window IV-tagged events
Δt from the high energetic 

(≳600MeV) muons and 
prompt events
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Background

Reject muon-related events: 
select a quiet time window 
between muons ( > 1ms)
Wait substantial time if muon 
goes through the target, specially 
for high energetic muons.

Accidental 
coincidences

Muon induced 
fast neutrons

β-n emitters:
 9Li/8He

Prompt radioactivity γ recoiled proton electron endep

Delayed capture of muon 
induced neutrons

neutron cature (same particle 
as induced prompt event)

neutron capture

Measurement Off-time window IV-tagged events
Δt from the high energetic 

(≳600MeV) muons and 
prompt events
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A Clean Θ13 Measurement
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Short-baseline reactor neutrino oscillation

KamLAND

Double Chooz2nd gen: 

1st gen: Chooz: sin22�13<0.2
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Short-baseline reactor neutrino oscillation
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Flux and spectrum are compared with the no-oscillation hypothesis.
Identical Near/Far detectors → reduces the correlated inter-detector uncertainties.
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Hunt for  θ13 with Reactor Neutrino Experiments  

Double Chooz, France 

RENO, Korea 

Daya Bay, China 

Θ13 with Reactor Neutrinos: a Direct 
Competition in Particle Physics



Running θ13 Reactor Experiments
Total reactor power 

[GWth] / No. of reactors
Fiducial Far / 

Near [t]
Overburden Far / 

Near [m.w.e.] 

Double Chooz 8.5 / 2 8 / 8 300 / 120

Reno 16.8 / 6 16 / 16 450 / 120

Daya Bay 17.4 / 6 80 / 80 860 / 260
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Different baselines: 
important feature for 

global analyses

Far only 
phase 

until now



Detectors Design: A ComparisonComparison of detector designs
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Figure 19. Points show the correlation between the expected and observed rates for different
reactor powers. The first point refers to the reactor-off data. Overlaid lines are the prediction from
the null oscillation hypothesis and the best RRM fit. In this fit, the background rate is constrained
by the uncertainty on its estimation.

2-Off data. The precision of sin2 2θ13 is significantly improved with the constraint on the
total background rate given by the reactor-off measurement, which is a unique feature of
Double Chooz with just two reactors.

8.2 Rate + Shape Analysis

The Rate+Shape analysis is based on a comparison of the energy spectrum between the
observed IBD candidates and the prediction. The value of χ2 in the R+S fit is defined as
follows:
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In the first term, Nobs
i and N exp

i refer to the observed and expected number of IBD candi-
dates in the i-th energy bin, respectively. Neutrino oscillation is accounted for in N exp

i by
Eq. 1.1. Data are divided into 40 energy bins suitably spaced between 0.5 and 20MeV to

– 30 –

Double Chooz RRM analysis: θ13 & 
background fitted simultaneously 
using reactor power variations. 

Intercept = background
slope ~ θ13

Improve fit precision by reactor OFF data, 
background model.

Double 
Chooz
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Double Chooz RRM analysis: θ13 & 
background fitted simultaneously 
using reactor power variations. 

Intercept = background
slope ~ θ13

Improve fit precision by reactor OFF data, 
background model.

David Jaffe (BNL) RENO-50 Workshop 13-14 June 2013

Far vs. Near Comparison 
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Compare the far/near measured rates and spectra
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Spectral distortion consistent with 
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) Observed rate deficits consistent with oscillation interpretation

) Consistent results from all three experiments

Double Chooz: sin2 2✓13 = 0.09 ± 0.035

RENO: sin2 2✓13 = 0.101± 0.013

Daya Bay: sin2 2✓13 = 0.085± 0.006

S. Jetter 20 / 28
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Rate + Shape Oscillation Analyses
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Figure 22. Black points show the ratio of the data, after subtraction of the background, to the
non-oscillation prediction as a function of the visible energy of the prompt signal. Overlaid red line
is the rate of the best-fit to the non-oscillation prediction with the reactor flux uncertainty (green)
and total systematic uncertainty (orange).

8.3 Sensitivity with Near Detector

Figure 23 shows the projected sensitivity by the R+S fit with the ND based on the sys-
tematic uncertainties described in this paper. We evaluated the following inputs for the
sensitivity calculation: 0.2% uncertainty on the relative detection efficiency between the
FD and ND (’IBD selection’ in Table 3 since all other contributions are expected to be
suppressed); the portion of the reactor flux uncertainty which is uncorrelated between the
detectors is 0.1% considering geometrical configuration of the Double Chooz sites; back-
ground in the ND is estimated by scaling from the FD using measured muon fluxes at both
detector sites. The sensitivity curve is shown with the shaded region representing the range
of improvements expected by the reduction in the systematic uncertainties (e.g. current
systematic uncertainty on the background rate estimate is restricted by the statistics and
therefore improvement on this is expected). The projected sensitivity with the ND reaches
σ(sin2 2θ13) = 0.015 in 3 years based on current knowledge and could be improved toward
0.010 with further analysis improvements.

An alternative curve in Fig. 23 shows the sensitivity based on the analysis reported in
the previous publication [1]. One can conclude from the comparison that the improvement
of the analysis described in this paper has a strong impact on the sensitivity of the future
Double Chooz with the ND and the uncertainty on the sin2 2θ13 is expected to be dominated
by the statistical uncertainty even after 3 years with the improved analysis.

– 34 –

Double Chooz: Chi2 minimization with 
simultaneous fit on Θ13 and background

input:     DATA 
            background rate&shape measurements 

energy scale parameters
Δm2

residual neutrino rate (OFF measurement)
cov matrix for rest of systematics

output:  Θ13 + remeasurement of background

Double Chooz
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Figure 2. Left panel: nGd analysis. The upper panel shows the background substracted prompt positron spectra
(black points) measured in the far experimental hall. The blue line shows the expectations based on the near site
data assuming no oscillation. The red line represents the expectations based on the near site data assuming best
fit oscillation. The band corresponds to the uncertainty in the prediction. In the lower panel the black points
represent the ratio of the background-subtracted data divided by the predicted no-oscillation spectra. The error
bars represent the statistical uncertainty only. The red curve in each lower panel represents the ratio of the best-fit
to no-oscillations spectra. The change in slope of the red curve in the lowest energy bin is due to the e↵ect of
energy loss in the acrylic. Right panel: nH analysis. The detected energy spectrum of the prompt events of the
far hall ADs (blue) and near hall ADs (open circle) weighted according to baseline. The far-to-near ratio (solid
dot) with best fit ✓13 value is shown in the lower plot. In the inset is the ratio of the measured to the predicted
rates in each AD vs baseline, in which the AD4 (AD6) baseline was shifted relative to that of AD 5 by 30 (-30)
m for visual clarity.

of 300k (40k) candidates are detected at the near (far) halls. Fig. 3 shows the measured reactor ⌫̄e
event rate at each AD after correcting for the ⌫̄e survival probability, re-expressed as Y0 (cm2 GW�1

day�1) and � f (cm2 fission�1). The measurement among ADs is consistent within statistical fluc-
tuations after correcting for the di↵erence in the e↵ective fission fractions. The uncertainty (2.3%)
of the measurement is dominated by the uncertainty in detection e�ciency (2.1%), which is corre-
lated among all ADs. The measurement yields an average Y0 = 1.553 ⇥ 10�18cm2GW�1day�1 and
� f = 5.934 ⇥ 10�43cm2fission�1, with the average fission fractions 235U : 238U : 239Pu : 241Pu =
0.586 : 0.076 : 0.288 : 0.050. Three theoretical model predictions are shown in Fig. 3 as a reference.
The Huber [32] and ILL [33, 34] models predict the ⌫̄e spectra for 235U, 239Pu and 241Pu, while the
Mueller [35] and Vogel [36] models predict for 238U. The uncertainty in the model predictions is
estimated by authors to be ' 2.7%. This estimate might be somewhat optimistic as follows from [37]
which suggests the corresponding uncertainty to be not less than 4%. The ratio (R) of the Daya Bay
measurement to the Huber+Muller model prediction is R = 0.947 ± 0.022, while R = 0.992 ± 0.023
when compared to the ILL+Vogel model prediction.

The Daya Bay result is compared to the 21 past reactor neutrino flux measurements as shown
in Fig. 4 according to Refs. [38, 39]. As the common reference model for all experiments in Fig. 4
the Huber+Mueller model is used assuming the neutron lifetime value to be 880.1 s [40]. The
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Figure 22. Black points show the ratio of the data, after subtraction of the background, to the
non-oscillation prediction as a function of the visible energy of the prompt signal. Overlaid red line
is the rate of the best-fit to the non-oscillation prediction with the reactor flux uncertainty (green)
and total systematic uncertainty (orange).

8.3 Sensitivity with Near Detector

Figure 23 shows the projected sensitivity by the R+S fit with the ND based on the sys-
tematic uncertainties described in this paper. We evaluated the following inputs for the
sensitivity calculation: 0.2% uncertainty on the relative detection efficiency between the
FD and ND (’IBD selection’ in Table 3 since all other contributions are expected to be
suppressed); the portion of the reactor flux uncertainty which is uncorrelated between the
detectors is 0.1% considering geometrical configuration of the Double Chooz sites; back-
ground in the ND is estimated by scaling from the FD using measured muon fluxes at both
detector sites. The sensitivity curve is shown with the shaded region representing the range
of improvements expected by the reduction in the systematic uncertainties (e.g. current
systematic uncertainty on the background rate estimate is restricted by the statistics and
therefore improvement on this is expected). The projected sensitivity with the ND reaches
σ(sin2 2θ13) = 0.015 in 3 years based on current knowledge and could be improved toward
0.010 with further analysis improvements.

An alternative curve in Fig. 23 shows the sensitivity based on the analysis reported in
the previous publication [1]. One can conclude from the comparison that the improvement
of the analysis described in this paper has a strong impact on the sensitivity of the future
Double Chooz with the ND and the uncertainty on the sin2 2θ13 is expected to be dominated
by the statistical uncertainty even after 3 years with the improved analysis.
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Double Chooz: Chi2 minimization with 
simultaneous fit on Θ13 and background

input:     DATA 
            background rate&shape measurements 

energy scale parameters
Δm2

residual neutrino rate (OFF measurement)
cov matrix for rest of systematics

output:  Θ13 + remeasurement of background

Daya Bay: Chi2 minimization 
with simultaneous fit on Θ13 
and Δm2 from relative Near/
Far measurement.
Data from Near/Far detectors and 
background measurements as inputs
The most precise Θ13 measurement 
up to date
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Figure 2. Left panel: nGd analysis. The upper panel shows the background substracted prompt positron spectra
(black points) measured in the far experimental hall. The blue line shows the expectations based on the near site
data assuming no oscillation. The red line represents the expectations based on the near site data assuming best
fit oscillation. The band corresponds to the uncertainty in the prediction. In the lower panel the black points
represent the ratio of the background-subtracted data divided by the predicted no-oscillation spectra. The error
bars represent the statistical uncertainty only. The red curve in each lower panel represents the ratio of the best-fit
to no-oscillations spectra. The change in slope of the red curve in the lowest energy bin is due to the e↵ect of
energy loss in the acrylic. Right panel: nH analysis. The detected energy spectrum of the prompt events of the
far hall ADs (blue) and near hall ADs (open circle) weighted according to baseline. The far-to-near ratio (solid
dot) with best fit ✓13 value is shown in the lower plot. In the inset is the ratio of the measured to the predicted
rates in each AD vs baseline, in which the AD4 (AD6) baseline was shifted relative to that of AD 5 by 30 (-30)
m for visual clarity.

of 300k (40k) candidates are detected at the near (far) halls. Fig. 3 shows the measured reactor ⌫̄e
event rate at each AD after correcting for the ⌫̄e survival probability, re-expressed as Y0 (cm2 GW�1

day�1) and � f (cm2 fission�1). The measurement among ADs is consistent within statistical fluc-
tuations after correcting for the di↵erence in the e↵ective fission fractions. The uncertainty (2.3%)
of the measurement is dominated by the uncertainty in detection e�ciency (2.1%), which is corre-
lated among all ADs. The measurement yields an average Y0 = 1.553 ⇥ 10�18cm2GW�1day�1 and
� f = 5.934 ⇥ 10�43cm2fission�1, with the average fission fractions 235U : 238U : 239Pu : 241Pu =
0.586 : 0.076 : 0.288 : 0.050. Three theoretical model predictions are shown in Fig. 3 as a reference.
The Huber [32] and ILL [33, 34] models predict the ⌫̄e spectra for 235U, 239Pu and 241Pu, while the
Mueller [35] and Vogel [36] models predict for 238U. The uncertainty in the model predictions is
estimated by authors to be ' 2.7%. This estimate might be somewhat optimistic as follows from [37]
which suggests the corresponding uncertainty to be not less than 4%. The ratio (R) of the Daya Bay
measurement to the Huber+Muller model prediction is R = 0.947 ± 0.022, while R = 0.992 ± 0.023
when compared to the ILL+Vogel model prediction.

The Daya Bay result is compared to the 21 past reactor neutrino flux measurements as shown
in Fig. 4 according to Refs. [38, 39]. As the common reference model for all experiments in Fig. 4
the Huber+Mueller model is used assuming the neutron lifetime value to be 880.1 s [40]. The
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Figure 22. Black points show the ratio of the data, after subtraction of the background, to the
non-oscillation prediction as a function of the visible energy of the prompt signal. Overlaid red line
is the rate of the best-fit to the non-oscillation prediction with the reactor flux uncertainty (green)
and total systematic uncertainty (orange).

8.3 Sensitivity with Near Detector

Figure 23 shows the projected sensitivity by the R+S fit with the ND based on the sys-
tematic uncertainties described in this paper. We evaluated the following inputs for the
sensitivity calculation: 0.2% uncertainty on the relative detection efficiency between the
FD and ND (’IBD selection’ in Table 3 since all other contributions are expected to be
suppressed); the portion of the reactor flux uncertainty which is uncorrelated between the
detectors is 0.1% considering geometrical configuration of the Double Chooz sites; back-
ground in the ND is estimated by scaling from the FD using measured muon fluxes at both
detector sites. The sensitivity curve is shown with the shaded region representing the range
of improvements expected by the reduction in the systematic uncertainties (e.g. current
systematic uncertainty on the background rate estimate is restricted by the statistics and
therefore improvement on this is expected). The projected sensitivity with the ND reaches
σ(sin2 2θ13) = 0.015 in 3 years based on current knowledge and could be improved toward
0.010 with further analysis improvements.

An alternative curve in Fig. 23 shows the sensitivity based on the analysis reported in
the previous publication [1]. One can conclude from the comparison that the improvement
of the analysis described in this paper has a strong impact on the sensitivity of the future
Double Chooz with the ND and the uncertainty on the sin2 2θ13 is expected to be dominated
by the statistical uncertainty even after 3 years with the improved analysis.
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Double Chooz: Chi2 minimization with 
simultaneous fit on Θ13 and background

input:     DATA 
            background rate&shape measurements 

energy scale parameters
Δm2

residual neutrino rate (OFF measurement)
cov matrix for rest of systematics

output:  Θ13 + remeasurement of background

Daya Bay: Chi2 minimization 
with simultaneous fit on Θ13 
and Δm2 from relative Near/
Far measurement.
Data from Near/Far detectors and 
background measurements as inputs
The most precise Θ13 measurement 
up to date
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An Overview on Θ13 Precision

High precision of the measurement, validation with multiple analyses.
Consistent results btw. reactor experiments and btw. reactor and beam experim.
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The «bump» issue



Spectral Distortion

Spectral distortion [4,7] MeV seen in Double Chooz, Reno and Daya Bay.
Previous hints given by CHOOZ and Rovno, not seen in Bugey.
Experiments with different background, electronics, scintillator, etc.

Measurement of reactor antineutrino spectrum

All three experiments
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Fig. 47. (above) Expected positron spectrum for the case of
no oscillations, superimposed on the measured positron ob-
tained from the subtraction of reactor-on and reactor-off spec-
tra; (below) measured over expected ratio. The errors shown
are statistical.

the event rate is dominated by the natural radioactiv-
ity. Moreover, we saw that the reconstruction algorithm
overestimates the energy of events near the PMTs (see
Fig. 31). Therefore a larger fraction of radioactivity events
is shifted into the neutrino candidate event window shown
in Figs. 34, 35, 37. As a result, the accidental component of
the background is greatly enhanced. On the other hand,
the correlated background is virtually unaffected by the
low trigger conditions, since the neutron signal is much
higher than the threshold. We verified that the correlated
background did not significantly change throughout the
experiment.

As a further cross-check of the reactor-off estimates,
we measured the background by extrapolating to zero the
candidate yield versus reactor power. This will be the sub-
ject of §9.6.

9.4 Correlated background

Fig. 48 shows the energy distribution of e+-like signals as-
sociated with the correlated background; these events are
selected by applying all the criteria for neutrino candidate
selection, except e+-like energy. Apart from a low-energy
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Fig. 48. Energy distribution of e+-like signals associated with
the correlated background.

peak (due to the neutrino events and to the accidental
background), the spectrum has a roughly flat distribution
extending beyond 30 MeV, with a slight increase at higher
energies caused by the NNADC saturation. A Monte Carlo
simulation of this spectrum is very difficult, since no reli-
able transport code is available for spallation neutrons in
the 10÷ 100 MeV kinetic energy range. Moreover, the ob-
served spectrum is affected by the scintillator saturation
(which is relevant at low recoil proton energies).

To verify the stability of the correlated background
rate, we divided the complete run into three different pe-
riods (see Tab. 7 below) corresponding to the dates of the
threshold resetting. The spectra for each period were fit-
ted in the 10 < E < 30 MeV range. We divided them by
the live times (also listed in Tab. 7) of the three periods,
and finally found:

Bcorr =











(0.156 ± 0.01)MeV−1 d−1 for the 1st period,

(0.158 ± 0.01)MeV−1 d−1 for the 2nd period,

(0.151 ± 0.01)MeV−1 d−1 for the 3rd period,

(39)
confirming the stability of the correlated background rate
throughout the experiment.

A rough evaluation of the correlated background can
be obtained by extrapolating the rate in the positron win-
dow (Ethr < E < 8 MeV). Taking the average value from
(39) and assuming Ethr = 1.5 MeV, we obtained a rate of
(1.01 ± 0.04(stat)± 0.1(syst))events d−1.
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Spectral Distortion in Double Chooz

 ~3σ excess [4,6] MeV and 1.6σ deficit [6,8] MeV → more room in the future (stat. and 
reactor syst. dominated)  

Observation in the same time with the other Θ13 experiments, despite poorest DC statistics.

More statistics increases the clarity, however, seen also in past analysis (porer: statistics, bkg 
reduction, energy scale ) and for n-Gd and n-H analyses (different: volume,  bkg, cuts).

No impact on Θ13: agreement btw. different analyses, agreement Data/MC ≲3.5MeV
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Figure 22. Black points show the ratio of the data, after subtraction of the background, to the
non-oscillation prediction as a function of the visible energy of the prompt signal. Overlaid red line
is the rate of the best-fit to the non-oscillation prediction with the reactor flux uncertainty (green)
and total systematic uncertainty (orange).

8.3 Sensitivity with Near Detector

Figure 23 shows the projected sensitivity by the R+S fit with the ND based on the sys-
tematic uncertainties described in this paper. We evaluated the following inputs for the
sensitivity calculation: 0.2% uncertainty on the relative detection efficiency between the
FD and ND (’IBD selection’ in Table 3 since all other contributions are expected to be
suppressed); the portion of the reactor flux uncertainty which is uncorrelated between the
detectors is 0.1% considering geometrical configuration of the Double Chooz sites; back-
ground in the ND is estimated by scaling from the FD using measured muon fluxes at both
detector sites. The sensitivity curve is shown with the shaded region representing the range
of improvements expected by the reduction in the systematic uncertainties (e.g. current
systematic uncertainty on the background rate estimate is restricted by the statistics and
therefore improvement on this is expected). The projected sensitivity with the ND reaches
σ(sin2 2θ13) = 0.015 in 3 years based on current knowledge and could be improved toward
0.010 with further analysis improvements.

An alternative curve in Fig. 23 shows the sensitivity based on the analysis reported in
the previous publication [1]. One can conclude from the comparison that the improvement
of the analysis described in this paper has a strong impact on the sensitivity of the future
Double Chooz with the ND and the uncertainty on the sin2 2θ13 is expected to be dominated
by the statistical uncertainty even after 3 years with the improved analysis.
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Overview of the Energy Response Model
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⌅ Minimal impact on oscillation measurement

⌅ Crucial for measurement of reactor spectra
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1-st Suspect: Energy Scale
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1-st Suspect: Energy Scale

Total non-linearity = scintillator non-linearity ⊗ electronics non-linearity

Complex model, need to be validated by calibration data



Other Suspects: Background and 
Reactor Flux

Dedicated energy binned RRM analysis capable in distinguishing the background and 
reactor flux hypotheses as the cause of the excess. (Θ13 value of Daya Bay plugged in).
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Figure 24. Output of the background rates and reactor flux normalizations from the independent
eRRM fits for five energy regions with an additional constraint on sin2 2θ13. The constraints to
the reactor flux and background rate are removed in the fit. Left: Best-fit of background rates
and the errors for the five data samples (black points and boxes) overlaid with the background
rate estimation (line) and the observed rate in reactor-off running (blue empty triangles) with the
uncertainties. Right: Black points and boxes show the best-fit of flux normalization with respect to
the prediction and the error for the four data samples (background is dominant above 8 MeV and
therefore not sensitive to the reactor flux). Uncertainties on the background estimation and reactor
flux prediction are shown by the yellow bands. Red empty squares show the best-fit and the error
with the BG constraint from the estimations in the eRRM fit.

live time. A best-fit to the observed energy spectrum gives sin2 2θ13 = 0.090+0.032
−0.029. A

consistent value of θ13, sin2 2θ13 = 0.090+0.034
−0.035, is obtained by a fit to the observed IBD

rates in different reactor power conditions. These two analyses utilize different information,
energy spectrum shape and reactor rate modulation, to extract θ13, and therefore work as
a cross-check to each other.

A spectrum distortion is observed at a high energy above 4MeV but its impact on the
θ13 measurement is evaluated to be insignificant with respect to the uncertainty. A strong
correlation between the excess rate and the reactor power is observed. The significance
of the excess between 4.25 and 6MeV including the uncertainty of the flux prediction is
evaluated to be 3.0σ assuming only standard IBD interactions. In addition to the excess,
a deficit is found between 6 and 8MeV with a significance of 1.6 σ.

The near detector construction is nearing completion. As a consequence of the analysis
improvements described in this paper, the projected sensitivity of Double Chooz reaches
σ(sin2 2θ13) = 0.015 in 3 years data taking with the ND, and could be further improved
towards 0.010.
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Other Suspects: Background and 
Reactor Flux

Dedicated energy binned RRM analysis capable in distinguishing the background and 
reactor flux hypotheses as the cause of the excess. (Θ13 value of Daya Bay plugged in).

The observed spectrum distortion originates from the reactor flux 
prediction, while the unknown background hypothesis is not favored.
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Figure 24. Output of the background rates and reactor flux normalizations from the independent
eRRM fits for five energy regions with an additional constraint on sin2 2θ13. The constraints to
the reactor flux and background rate are removed in the fit. Left: Best-fit of background rates
and the errors for the five data samples (black points and boxes) overlaid with the background
rate estimation (line) and the observed rate in reactor-off running (blue empty triangles) with the
uncertainties. Right: Black points and boxes show the best-fit of flux normalization with respect to
the prediction and the error for the four data samples (background is dominant above 8 MeV and
therefore not sensitive to the reactor flux). Uncertainties on the background estimation and reactor
flux prediction are shown by the yellow bands. Red empty squares show the best-fit and the error
with the BG constraint from the estimations in the eRRM fit.

live time. A best-fit to the observed energy spectrum gives sin2 2θ13 = 0.090+0.032
−0.029. A

consistent value of θ13, sin2 2θ13 = 0.090+0.034
−0.035, is obtained by a fit to the observed IBD

rates in different reactor power conditions. These two analyses utilize different information,
energy spectrum shape and reactor rate modulation, to extract θ13, and therefore work as
a cross-check to each other.

A spectrum distortion is observed at a high energy above 4MeV but its impact on the
θ13 measurement is evaluated to be insignificant with respect to the uncertainty. A strong
correlation between the excess rate and the reactor power is observed. The significance
of the excess between 4.25 and 6MeV including the uncertainty of the flux prediction is
evaluated to be 3.0σ assuming only standard IBD interactions. In addition to the excess,
a deficit is found between 6 and 8MeV with a significance of 1.6 σ.

The near detector construction is nearing completion. As a consequence of the analysis
improvements described in this paper, the projected sensitivity of Double Chooz reaches
σ(sin2 2θ13) = 0.015 in 3 years data taking with the ND, and could be further improved
towards 0.010.
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Problem: Some β-branches with incomplete info, big uncertainties, etc.
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Estimating Sk(Eν), spectra per fission

Summation Approach: Calculate β spectrum branch-by-branch using databases: endpoints, 
decay schemes.
Problem: Some β-branches with incomplete info, big uncertainties, etc.

Accurate reference of total fission β spectra 
Schreckenbach et.al. (ILL) and Haag et.al.

Fit of residual: five effective branches are fitted 
to the remaining 10% → suppresses error of full 
summation approach

“true” distribution of all known β-branches (Summation 
approach), describes >90% of ILL e- data → reduces 
sensitivity to virtual branches approximations.

21

image of all unmeasured decays as well as the remaining experimental biases of the measurements.
To fill the gap one can invoke models of the decay scheme of missing fission products. Reaching
a good agreement with the ILL electron data remains di�cult with this approach.
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Figure 49. The blue hatched area shows the contribution of the ENSDF + pandemonium corrected nuclei
relative to the ILL reference data. The missing contribution coming from unknown nuclei and remaining
systematic e↵ects of nuclear databases (red hatched area) is fitted using a set of 5 e↵ective �-branches.

Another way to fill the gap is to fit the missing contribution in the electron spectrum with few
virtual branches. The same ILL procedure can be used except that the virtual branches now rest on
the base of physical transitions. This mixed approach combines the assets of ab initio and virtual
branches methods:

• The prediction still matches accurately the reference electron data from the ILL measure-
ments.

• 90% of the spectrum is built with measured �-transitions with ‘true’ distributions of end-
point, branching ratios, nuclear charges, etc. This supresses the impact of the approximations
associated with the use of virtual beta branches.

• All corrections to the Fermi theory are applied at the branch level, preserving the correspon-
dence between the reference electron data and the predicted antineutrino spectrum.

The new predicted antineutrino spectra are found about 3% above the ILL spectra. This e↵ect is
comparable for the 3 isotopes (235U, 239Pu, 241Pu) with little energy dependence. The origin and
the amplitude of this bias could be numerically studied in detail following a method initially de-
velopped in [471]. A ‘true’ electron spectrum is defined as the sum of all measured branches (blue
area in figure 49). Since all the branches are known, the ‘true’ antineutrino spectrum is perfectly
defined as well, with no uncertainty from the conversion. Applying the exact same conversion
procedure than in the eighties on this new electron reference confirms the 3% shift between the
converted antineutrino spectrum and the ‘true’ spectrum (see figure 50).

Further tests have shown that this global 3% shift is actually a combination of two e↵ects. At
high energy (E > 4 MeV) the proper distribution of nuclear charges, provided by the dominant
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Built with 
summation approach

Nνexpected(Eν) = Norm(Np, L, Pth(t),∑αkWk)⋅∑αkSk(Eν)

Mixed approach using nuclear databases + virtual branches to reproduce 
the ILL spectra. Mueller et al, PRC 83 (2011), Huber PRC 84 (2011).

Conversion approach: Measure β-spectra directly and convert to ν using ‘virtual β-branches’.
Problem: ‘Virtual’ spectra not well-defined: what forbiddenness, charge, etc. should they have?
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Summation Approach: Calculate β spectrum branch-by-branch using databases: endpoints, 
decay schemes.
Problem: Some β-branches with incomplete info, big uncertainties, etc.
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Preliminary estimations based on 
summation method (D.Dwyer, 
T.Langford, PRL 114 012502) 
agrees with the measurements.

Conversion approach: Measure β-spectra directly and convert to ν using ‘virtual β-branches’.
Problem: ‘Virtual’ spectra not well-defined: what forbiddenness, charge, etc. should they have?
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Challenges of Reactor Θ13

δdetection: detection uncertainty
Main components: IBD selection cuts, Np, Gd/H fraction, Trigger/DAQ

Trigger/DAQ:   My PhD: Design Studies for the Double Chooz Trigger (2009).     
                       F. Beissel, A.Cabrera, A.S.Cucoanes et al. JINST 8 T01003 (2013)
δdetection(Trigger/DAQ) < 0.1% for Double Chooz
- Trigger efficiency studied with multiple independent methods (sources, RND triggers, etc.)  

- Low readout threshold (300KeV) far from physics events (~1MeV)  

 

Gd/H fraction: Double Chooz Collab. (Y. Abe et al.) PRL 108,131801 (2012) 

δdetection(Gd/H fraction) = 0.4% for Double Chooz
- Analysis of the fraction of neutron events captured on Gd and H studied with 
analytical models and calibration data (252Cf scans).

high precision physics ☞ it’s all about systematics ...
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                       F. Beissel, A.Cabrera, A.S.Cucoanes et al. JINST 8 T01003 (2013)
δdetection(Trigger/DAQ) < 0.1% for Double Chooz
- Trigger efficiency studied with multiple independent methods (sources, RND triggers, etc.)  

- Low readout threshold (300KeV) far from physics events (~1MeV)  

 

Gd/H fraction: Double Chooz Collab. (Y. Abe et al.) PRL 108,131801 (2012) 

δdetection(Gd/H fraction) = 0.4% for Double Chooz
- Analysis of the fraction of neutron events captured on Gd and H studied with 
analytical models and calibration data (252Cf scans).

high precision physics ☞ it’s all about systematics ...

Near/Far setups eliminates an important contribution, 
however it requires an excellent detector understanding
Issue: uncorrelated inter-detector systematics
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δbackground: background (BG) uncertainty
Main components: cosmogenic induced BG, accidental BG, light noise BG 

Cosmogenic induced BG:  My PhD: Design Studies for the Double Chooz Trigger (2009).     
                                      F. Beissel, A.Cabrera, A.S.Cucoanes et al. JINST 8 T01003 (2013)
- Identification and analysis of the muon events, the most important source of 
cosmogenic induced BG with online reconstruction algorithms.

Accidental BG: Identification of the accidental BG events in Gamma Catcher 
volume with on a new method of identification of the interaction volume based on 
the statistical analysis of the difference between the responses of the scintillators.

Light noise BG:  (Double Chooz Collab. (Y. Abe et al.) PRL 108, 131801 (2012) 

Analysis of the rejection cut for the light noise for the first Θ13 analysis of 
Double Chooz.

Challenges of Reactor Θ13
high precision physics ☞ it’s all about systematics ...
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Cosmogenic induced BG:  My PhD: Design Studies for the Double Chooz Trigger (2009).     
                                      F. Beissel, A.Cabrera, A.S.Cucoanes et al. JINST 8 T01003 (2013)
- Identification and analysis of the muon events, the most important source of 
cosmogenic induced BG with online reconstruction algorithms.

Accidental BG: Identification of the accidental BG events in Gamma Catcher 
volume with on a new method of identification of the interaction volume based on 
the statistical analysis of the difference between the responses of the scintillators.

Light noise BG:  (Double Chooz Collab. (Y. Abe et al.) PRL 108, 131801 (2012) 

Analysis of the rejection cut for the light noise for the first Θ13 analysis of 
Double Chooz.

Challenges of Reactor Θ13
high precision physics ☞ it’s all about systematics ...

Each site has a different background contribution, Near 
detectors have more signal but also more background
Issue: normalization and shape of each background
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δflux: antineutrino flux uncertainty
«A priori» (proposals of Double Chooz, Daya Bay and Reno), δflux has to be 
negligible based on the relative Near/Far measurement, but ... 

Challenges of Reactor Θ13
high precision physics ☞ it’s all about systematics ...
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δflux: antineutrino flux uncertainty
«A priori» (proposals of Double Chooz, Daya Bay and Reno), δflux has to be 
negligible based on the relative Near/Far measurement, but ... 

Up to now: not a coherent approach to deal with this systematic 
uncertainty in Θ13 reactor experiments.

δflux δdetection δbackground

Reno 0.9% 0.2% 0.6%

Daya Bay 0.8% 0.2% 0.2%

Double Chooz 1.7% 0.6% 0.7%

δflux  is presently the most important systematic even for the Near/Far setups 
☞ δflux is presently the most important Θ13 challenge

Challenges of Reactor Θ13
high precision physics ☞ it’s all about systematics ...
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Reactor Flux Prediction

Nνexpected(Eν) = Norm(Np, L, Pth(t),∑αkWk)⋅∑αkSk(Eν)
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Uncertainties of Np, L, Wk, Sk(Eν) are totally correlated 
between detectors (and between reactors obviously) 
→ cancel in Near/Far setups.



Reactor Flux Prediction

Nνexpected(Eν) = Norm(Np, L, Pth(t),∑αkWk)⋅∑αkSk(Eν)

Uncertainties of Pth(t) and αk are partially correlated 
between reactors. 
→ could be supressed in Near/Far setups (this talk)

Pth(t) is driven by an instumental measurement done by the 
power plant and αk(t) is driven by reactor simullations. 
→ uncertainties difficult to be improved directly.

26

Uncertainties of Np, L, Wk, Sk(Eν) are totally correlated 
between detectors (and between reactors obviously) 
→ cancel in Near/Far setups.



Reactor Induced Systematics

A.S.C. et al. arXiv:1501.00356 (submitted to JHEP): Analytical 
approach for δflux calculation, cross-checked by simulations. 

Calculation of SF for Double Chooz, Daya Bay and Reno. Direct 
application to Juno, Reno 50. 
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Reactor Induced Systematics

δflux = SF * δR (δR)2 = (δRc)2 + (δRu)2 
correlation between reactors

A.S.C. et al. arXiv:1501.00356 (submitted to JHEP): Analytical 
approach for δflux calculation, cross-checked by simulations. 

Calculation of SF for Double Chooz, Daya Bay and Reno. Direct 
application to Juno, Reno 50. 
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Reactor Induced Systematics

δflux = SF * δR 

SF = 1
(no suppression)

SF = f(NR, δRc,u)
(suppression)

SF = f(NR, δRc,u  , geo)
(more suppression)

SF = 0
(maximal suppression)

(δR)2 = (δRc)2 + (δRu)2 
correlation between reactors

If δR = δRc , SF = 1
(no suppression)

If δR = δRc , SF = 0
(maxim. suppression)

ISOFLUX: Near and Far 
see the same relative 

contribution from reactors

isoflux

A.S.C. et al. arXiv:1501.00356 (submitted to JHEP): Analytical 
approach for δflux calculation, cross-checked by simulations. 

Calculation of SF for Double Chooz, Daya Bay and Reno. Direct 
application to Juno, Reno 50. 
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Suppression of δR: all experiments

Anatael Cabrera (CNRS-IN2P3 & APC)

suppression via reactor error correlations… 19

inter-reactor correlated error impact…
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(not evident what’s the best knowledge on Aδ→ reactor dependent)
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suppression case D=2 &  R=2… 14
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DC slightly off-axis 
(acceptance asymmetry)

Double Chooz: slighty off 
axis but SF = 0 for 1 reactor off

Daya Bay: complex 
geometry, double-

counting of reactors

Reno: although appealing 
geometry, ND do not see 

the same as FD
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Suppression of δR : a short summary

Pth 

[%]
αk

[%]
Spent Fuel 

[%]
Total
now

This 
work

δdet/δbkg 
[%]

Double Chooz 0.5 0.9 included 1.1 0.08 0.2 (??) / 0.3 (??)

Daya Bay 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.8 0.16 0.2 / 0.2

Reno 0.5 0.7 unknown 0.9 0.22 0.2 / 0.5
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Suppression of δR : a short summary

Pth 

[%]
αk

[%]
Spent Fuel 

[%]
Total
now

This 
work

δdet/δbkg 
[%]

Double Chooz 0.5 0.9 included 1.1 0.08 0.2 (??) / 0.3 (??)

Daya Bay 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.8 0.16 0.2 / 0.2

Reno 0.5 0.7 unknown 0.9 0.22 0.2 / 0.5

All Θ13 reactor exp. conceived to maximize the «isofluxness» (Far a «perfect» monitor of Near), 
but none suceeded → Multi-detector exp. do not cancel δflux automatically.

Up to now, the experiments used conservative approaches, totally correlated for single-detector 
exp. (Double Chooz phase 1) and totally uncorrelated for multi-detector exp. (Daya Bay, Reno).

Strong site geometry, error type, and number of reactors dependence.  
Strongest suppression for simplest site: Double Chooz but Daya Bay and Reno favored by the big 
number of reactors.

Inter-reactor correlation needs further studies. No consensus up to now.

δflux will be not the main systematics in Double Chooz Near/Far phase, unlike the Far only phase. 
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Seeking the 
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Reactor Antineutrino Anomaly (RAA)

Triggered by the need of accurate antineutrino 
spectrum predictions for Double Chooz:
 reevaluation of the antineutrino 

spectra emitted by reactors -> new 
normalization with ~3.5% shift 

Mueller et al., PRC83 (2011), Huber, PRC84 (2011) 

Improved 
conversion 
of the ILL 
β spectra

new 
neutron 
lifetime
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Observed to predicted event rate < 1
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Recently (PRL 113, 2014) Daya Bay 
confirms the deficit of the reactor flux

RRAA = 0.943 ± 0.008
RDaya Bay = 0.947 ± 0.022 

Re-analysis of 19 SBL reactor 
experiments G.Mention et al. PRD83 (2011):
Observed to predicted event rate < 1



Reactor Antineutrino Anomaly (RAA)

Triggered by the need of accurate antineutrino 
spectrum predictions for Double Chooz:
 reevaluation of the antineutrino 

spectra emitted by reactors -> new 
normalization with ~3.5% shift 

Mueller et al., PRC83 (2011), Huber, PRC84 (2011) 

Improved 
conversion 
of the ILL 
β spectra

new 
neutron 
lifetime

This deficit could be explained by a SBL neutrino oscillation (νe→νs) 
or by a missunderstanding of the neutrino flux.

31
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Short Baseline Reactor Experiments

Multiple motivations:
• Directly address sterile neutrino explanation of RAA measuring the νe deficit
• Precision measurement of 235U reactor antineutrino spectrum: additional 
constraint on models seeking to explain newly observed spectral feature
• Develop detection technology for reactor safeguards  

Multiple challenges:
• High efficiency and energy resolution
• High correlated background due to low overburden
• Excellent detector stability, safe to the power plant
• Detailed reactor simulations 

Multiple proposals: SoLid, Stereo, Danss, Prospect, etc.
•  Very concurential field
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Short Baseline Reactor Experiments

Multiple motivations:
• Directly address sterile neutrino explanation of RAA measuring the νe deficit
• Precision measurement of 235U reactor antineutrino spectrum: additional 
constraint on models seeking to explain newly observed spectral feature
• Develop detection technology for reactor safeguards  

Multiple challenges:
• High efficiency and energy resolution
• High correlated background due to low overburden
• Excellent detector stability, safe to the power plant
• Detailed reactor simulations 

Multiple proposals: SoLid, Stereo, Danss, Prospect, etc.
•  Very concurential field

Experiments with multiple physics goals
Common specifications and challenges → place for synergies
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Detector: 2.88t divided in 10 sub-modules of 20cm made 
with high granularity cells: 5cm*5cm*5cm PVT covered 
with 6Li-rich layers → excellent spatial reconstruction   

Trigger on the neutron signature with digital pulse proc.

→ Less Shielding (limited data rate)

→ Improved background selection from event topology 

Research reactor: SCK-CEN 
BR2 Mol, Belgium

Sterile neutrino searches @5σ

Careful measurement : minimize 
the impact of backgrounds

 Demonstrate practicality and 
safety of the technology of SoLid 
for non proliferation purpose Large scale prototype (288kg) commissioned and taking data

Mock-up running 2013-2014: validation of the concept

SoLid@BR2 (Mol, Belgium)



SoLid: Detection

Detection principle - composite scintillator
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neutron signature positron signature

νe + p → e+ + n

Clear identification of IBD candidates

νe + p → e+ + n
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Detection principle - segmentation/topology

Inverse beta decay event Fast neutron event
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Detection principle - segmentation/topology

Inverse beta decay event Fast neutron event
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neutron signature positron signature

νe + p → e+ + n

IBD topology BKG topology (fast n)

Topology well defined in space → Tight spatial cut

Clear identification of IBD candidates

νe + p → e+ + n
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Stereo@ILL (Grenoble)

Segmented target: 5*40cm cells → 2m3  
Gd-doped liquid scintillator, 4 PMT/cell
Active Veto + Gamma Catcher: 2m3

Acrylic buffer for uniform response, 
(Important) shielding

Relative measurement in 5 cells (independent from reactor normalization and history).

58 MW research reactor. High 235U enrichment and compact core.

Synergy with Nucifer and Double Chooz (mature technology).

Begining of data taking at end of 2015, several prototypes for validation of the detector response.

Introduction NUCIFER experiment STEREO experiment Conclusions

Detector design

Six cells (40x90x90) cm3 filled with
Gd-loaded liquid scintillator.

Surrounding crown filled with unloaded
liquid scintillator.

• Containment of energy leakage
• Active veto of external background

Light collection :
• Four PMTs per cell and acrylic bu�er.
• Acrylic walls and optical segmentations

with VM200.

Validation with prototype now.

Maxime Péquignot - AAP 2014 The NUCIFER and STEREO experiments 18 / 23



Testing RAA: Reactor Spectrum Uncertainty

The uncertainties of several electro-weak corrections for the calculation of β/antineutrino 
spectra dominate the normalization of the reactor antineutrino spectrum (Mueller et al, Huber). 

The size of weak magnetism correction (due to decaying quark in β-decay which is not 
free but bound in the nucleon) is the major source of reactor spectra uncertainty.

Preliminary
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Double Chooz 
Near: 3 years
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Testing RAA: Reactor Spectrum Uncertainty

The uncertainties of several electro-weak corrections for the calculation of β/antineutrino 
spectra dominate the normalization of the reactor antineutrino spectrum (Mueller et al, Huber). 

The size of weak magnetism correction (due to decaying quark in β-decay which is not 
free but bound in the nucleon) is the major source of reactor spectra uncertainty.

Constrained by 
the measurement

Energy scale uncertainty is 
very important at high energy

Other potential 
explanations under 
investigation:
(A. Hayes et al.): shape
error of forbidden transitions 
for non unique decays could 
also explain RAA.

Preliminary

36

Double Chooz 
Near: 3 years



Neutrinos for peace



Antineutrinos for Non-Proliferation
Antineutrino flux emitted by reactors …
… is produced in β decays of the n-rich fission products.
     	
Distribution of the fission products is specific for 
each of the core isotopes.

direct info. of the nuclear fuel composition 
→ can be used for non-proliferation against 
nuclear weapons

235U 239Pu

Efis [MeV] 201.7 210

<Eν> [MeV] 1.46 1.32

<Eν> for 
Eν>1.8MeV

1.92 1.45

38



Antineutrinos for Non-Proliferation
Antineutrino flux emitted by reactors …
… is produced in β decays of the n-rich fission products.
     	
Distribution of the fission products is specific for 
each of the core isotopes.

direct info. of the nuclear fuel composition 
→ can be used for non-proliferation against 
nuclear weapons

235U 239Pu

Efis [MeV] 201.7 210

<Eν> [MeV] 1.46 1.32

<Eν> for 
Eν>1.8MeV

1.92 1.45

38

Target: 850l Gd loaded liquid scintillator, 
16 PMT isolated with acrylic buffer.
Active muon veto and passive shielding. 

Nucifer@Osiris



Nucifer: ON/OFF Analysis

Accidentals /day
Correlated /day

(after subtraction)

Reactor OFF 75 ± 1 1063 ± 10

Reactor ON 3793 ± 1 1384 ± 15
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Nucifer: ON/OFF Analysis

Shallow depth but cosmic 
background is kept below the 
neutrino signal.

Clear neutrino detection but 
still very high accidental rate. 
It could be much smaller for 
a deployment at a comercial 
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VI. CONCLUSION - THIERRY1

1/2 column ... Great stability of the detector, suitable2

for accurate relative monitoring.3

Additional shielding to get close to S/B ' 0.5 (S ' ac-4

cidental rate ' cosmogenic rate.5

First test of reactor anomaly if shielding update success-6

ful.7
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MH Reactor Experiments: Juno, Reno50

Anatael Cabrera (CNRS-IN2P3 & APC)
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the gate to Mass Hierarchy is open…
how to resolve neutrino mass hierarchy using reactor neutrinos?

•KamLAND (long-baseline) measures δm2 very precisely

•DB/DC/RENO observe θ13 oscillation (T2K appearance too)

•reactor @ ~50km→ atmospheric & solar oscillations interference

•reactor oscillations follow Δm231: difference (NH vs IV) is δm2

•vacuum oscillation energy distorsion→ negligible MSW

•sub-dominant oscillation (θ13 amplitude)→ ~3% resolution
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Figure 2: The reactor ν̄e energy spectrum at distance L = 20 km from the source, in the absence of
ν̄e oscillations (double-thick solid line) and in the case of ν̄e oscillations characterized by ∆m2

31 =
2.5 × 10−3 eV2, sin2 2θ" = 0.8 and sin2 θ = 0.05. The thick lines are obtained for ∆m2

" = 2 × 10−4

eV2 and correspond to NH (light grey) and IH (dark grey) neutrino mass spectrum. Shown is also the
spectrum for ∆m2

" = 6 × 10−4 eV2 in the NH (dotted) and IH (dashed) cases.

Applying eq. (17) with ∆m2 = ∆m2
31, one sees that for the ranges of L which allow to probe

∆m2
" from the LMAMSW solution region, the total event rate is not sensitive to the oscillations driven

by ∆m2
31 ∼> 1.5 × 10−3 eV2. Thus, the total event rate analysis would determine ∆m2

" which would
be the same for both the normal and inverted hierarchy neutrino mass spectrum.
4.2 Energy Spectrum Distortions

An unambiguous evidence of neutrino oscillations would be the characteristic distortion of the
ν̄e energy spectrum. This is caused by the fact that, at fixed L, neutrinos with different energies reach
the detector in a different oscillation phase, so that some parts of the spectrum would be suppressed
more strongly by the oscillations than other parts. The search for distortions of the ν̄e energy spectrum
is essentially a direct test of the ν̄e oscillations. It is more effective than the total rate analysis since it
is not affected, e.g., by the overall normalization of the reactor ν̄e flux. However, such a test requires a
sufficiently high statistics and sufficiently good energy resolution of the detector used.

Energy spectrum distortions can be studied, in principle, in an experiment with L ∼= (20 − 25)
km. In Fig. 2 we show the comparison between the ν̄e spectrum expected for ∆m2

" = 2 × 10−4 eV2

and ∆m2
" = 6 × 10−4 eV2 and the spectrum in the absence of ν̄e oscillations. No averaging has been

performed and the possible detector resolution is not taken into account. The curves show the product
of the probabilities given by eqs. (9) and (13) and the predicted reactor ν̄e spectrum [36]. As Fig.
2 illustrates, the ν̄e spectrum in the case of oscillation is well distinguishable from that in the absence
of oscillations. Moreover, for ∆m2

" lying in the interval 10−4 eV2 < ∆m2
" ∼< 8.0 × 10−4 eV2, the

shape of the spectrum exhibits a very strong dependence on the value of ∆m2
". A likelihood analysis

of the data would be able to determine the value of ∆m2
" from the indicated interval with a rather good

precision. This would require a precision in the measurement of the e+−spectrum, which should be
just not worse than the precision achieved in the CHOOZ experiment and that planned to be reached in

8

Petcov&Piai, Phys. Lett. B533 (2002) 94-106
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✓Mass hierarchy is reflected in the spectrum 

✓Signal independent of the unknown δCP or θ23-octant

• Realization&Plausibility: L. Zhan et al, PRD.78.111103; J. Learned et al PRD.78.071302; and DYB/RENO

Δm312(IH)≠Δm312(NH)
⇒ δ~3% (i.e. δm2/Δm2)

Δm231 Δm231

Anatael Cabrera (CNRS-IN2P3 & APC)

energy resolution of JUNO detector…8

•the 3% requirement arises from ratio δm2/Δm2 

•i.e. the solar to atmospheric mass-squared difference 

•need energy resolution ~ 3% @ 1MeV 

•stochastic term (a/√E)→ a ≤ 3% 

•non-stochastic term under investigation (next)

Figure 1: The MH discrimination ability for the proposed reactor neutrino experiment
as functions of the baseline (left panel) and the detector energy resolution (right panel)
with the method of the least squares function in Eq. (10).

Cores YJ-C1 YJ-C2 YJ-C3 YJ-C4 YJ-C5 YJ-C6
Power (GW) 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9
Baseline(km) 52.75 52.84 52.42 52.51 52.12 52.21

Cores TS-C1 TS-C2 TS-C3 TS-C4 DYB HZ
Power (GW) 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 17.4 17.4
Baseline(km) 52.76 52.63 52.32 52.20 215 265

Table 1: Summary of the power and baseline distribution for the Yangjiang (YJ) and
Taishan (TS) reactor complexes, as well as the remote reactors of Daya Bay (DYB) and
Huizhou (HZ).

uncertainty (1%). We use 200 equal-size bins for the incoming neutrino energy between
1.8 MeV and 8.0 MeV.

We can fit both the normal MH and inverted MH with the least squares method
and take the difference of the minima as a measurement of the MH sensitivity. The
discriminator of the neutrino MH can be defined as

∆χ2
MH = |χ2

min(N)− χ2
min(I)|, (11)

where the minimization process is implemented for all the relevant oscillation parameters.
Note that two local minima for each MH [χ2

min(N) and χ2
min(I)] can be located at different

positions of |∆m2
ee|. This particular discriminator is used to obtain the optimal baseline

and to explore the impact of the energy resolution, which are shown in the left and right
panels of Figure 1. Ideally a sensitivity of ∆χ2

MH " 16 can be obtained at the baseline
around 50 km and with a detector energy resolution of 3%.

The baselines to two reactor complexes should be equal. The impact of unequal
baselines is shown in the left panel of Figure 2, by keeping the baseline of one reactor
unchanged and varying that of another. A rapid oscillatory behavior is observed and
demonstrates the importance of baseline differences for the reactor cores. To evaluate
the impact from the spacial distribution of individual cores, we take the actual power

5

Y.F. Li et al, PRD88(2013)013008

Motivation:

• Mass hierarchy 

• Precise measurement of mixing par. 

• Supernova-, Geo-, Solar- neutrinos

• Sterile neutrino searches (sources) 

• Accelerator neutrinos (T2RENO-50)

• Exotic searches (proton decay)

Proposed experiments: 
JUNO (China), RENO-50 (Korea)

Big ...
   ... targets: ~20kton JUNO, 18kton RENO-50 
   ... reactor power: ~36 GWth JUNO, ~16.5 GWth RENO-50
   ... overburden: 500 m rock for JUNO
   ... costs
Multiple baselines (<500km)

Δm312(NH)≠ Δm312(IH)

Mass hierarchy is 
reflected in spectrum
Signal independent 

from δCP and θ23

41

Θ12

Need excellent energy 
resolution: ~3%
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Proposed experiments: 
JUNO (China), RENO-50 (Korea)

Big ...
   ... targets: ~20kton JUNO, 18kton RENO-50 
   ... reactor power: ~36 GWth JUNO, ~16.5 GWth RENO-50
   ... overburden: 500 m rock for JUNO
   ... costs
Multiple baselines (<500km)

Δm312(NH)≠ Δm312(IH)
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The suppression of the reactor induced systematics from A.S.C. et al. 
arXiv:1501.00356 could be applied to MH experiments, too. Ongoing study.

How the spectral distortion of the reactor spectrum is affecting the mass 
hierarchy measurement ?  

• A priori the magnitude of the spectral distortion is comparable to that of the mass hierarchy. 

• However the MH gives a distinct energy dependent signature. 



To Remember

• Neutrino physics has entered the precision era.

• Current reactor experiments at L~1-2 km continuously increase the 
precision of θ13. Possible improvements of the reactor induced 
systematics are studied.

• State-of-the-art reactor spectrum predictions are not matched by 
recent direct spectrum measurements.

• Next generation of reactor neutrino experiments will focus on mass 
hierarchy determination an the precise measurements of the neutrino 
mixing matrix.

• Improved calculations of the reactor antineutrino spectrum triggered 
the reactor antineutrino anomaly.  A solution is given by the sterile 
neutrino hypothesis. Other solutions are under investigation, too.

• Short-baseline (L~10 m) measurements offer opportunities for 
definitive short-baseline oscillation search and non-proliferation studies.


